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ABSTRACT

Magnetic compression heating may invert the velocity

distribution of alpha particles, which leads to velocity-

space instabilities. A sufficient stability condition is

derived for these modes in compression tokamaks. High-field

high-density compression scenario like Zephyr satisfies this

stability condition, while medium-field high-temperature

compression scheme like TFTR has some possibilities of

exciting velocity-space thermonuclear instabilities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the near future tokamaks are expected to produce suffi-

cient amount of alpha particles which may induce thermo-

nuclear instabilities [1]. These instabilities are suspected

to give rise to the anomalous loss of bulk plasma ions, while

these may possibly lead to the improvement of the plasma

heating due to the anomalous energy transport from alphas to

the background ions, and drive an outward flux of alphas and

a corresponding inward flux of fresh fuel ions [2]. There-

fore it is important to examine the possibility of the occur-

rence of thermonuclear instabilities and search for appropriate

operation regimes of break-even or ignition tokamaks.

In contrast to thermonuclear drift instabilities and

thermonuclear cone instabilities, thermonuclear isotropic

velocity-space instabilities such as Alfven modes may be

very important near the center of the plasma column. The

velocity distribution of alpha particles is supposed to be

inverted during the initial phase of the rapid plasma heating

although the steady-state velocity distribution is monotonic-

ally decreasing. Some criteria for heating parameters stable

against these velocity-space population-inversion modes have

been derived by Kolesnichenko [3] and Cordey-Goldston-

Mikkelsen [4]. They pointed out that there will be no

possibilities of the occurrence of velocity-space thermo-

nuclear instabilities in presently planned tokamak device

and reactors, however, rapid heating, especially magnetic

compression heating may give rise to the occurrence of these
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velocity-space instabilities.

In this letter, we will obtain these conditions for the

isotropic velocity-space stability in compression tokamaks

and examine the possibility of the occurrence of thermonuclear

insatbilities.

2. STABILITY CONDITION

The distribution function of alpha particles produced

by fusion reactions can be approximately given by the follow-

ing classical Fokker-Planck equation,

fa = —±-2 ^ {(v3 + v^)fa} + So6Cv - VO)/4TTV2
Tsav

where, T . T T, S^, v^, v . and V denote the slowing-down
SCI IJ O O C p

time due to electrons, loss time, production rate, initial

velocity of alpha particles, critical velocity where the

friction force due to electrons is equal to that due to ions

and the plasma volume, respectively. The third term of the

right-hand side of Eq. (1) denotes the effect of the isot.ropic

magnetic compression. Here we restricted the compression model

to the isotropic case such as the combined compression between

R- and B -compressions for simplifying the formula-

tion. The actual major-radius compression accelerates alpha

particles to the toroidal direction more strongly than to

the other directions, which possibly leads to the velocity
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anisotropy. As far as the velocity-inversion

criterion is concerned, this anisotropic feature of major-

radius-corapression can be neglected as confirmed later by

using two-dimensional Foklcer-Planclc simulation code.

Following the approach of Ref.[3] with the integration loop

T dv . v 5 * v c + 1 ( l s a d v ) yTsct dt T 3 LV It Vp J V

= A(v, t ) , (2)

we obtain the velocity distribution function of alpha-particles

S-(t')t (t*) j

£ ( V t ) = \ ^

where t* is the birth time of an alpha-particle with velocity

v at time t. The sufficient condition for the velocity-space

stability, 3— f < 0, leads to
d V (X

l i s - I i A < - - - I
so at so A at x sa xL

therefore,

i {91nS° 1 *
Ts«n Blur r T T v ^
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T ainS. _ e r o
sa T~ l

e """e 2C1

where

± o Cd/dt)(Vp/Vp)

TT BliTT " 1 + (v c/v 0)
3 + T

_S£ - 3 s G < 0 , (5)

A/n =• n/n|add - Vp/Vp

V T e = VTe»V T e = VTe»add

| v p / V p

Here the suffix add denotes additional change rate including loss

terms and the dot means the time-derivative. Although the

velocity inversion condition strongly depends on the loss

process of high energy part of alpha particles as well as

the slowing-down process, we can neglect loss term f_,/TT in

Eq. (5) because the confinement time of suprathermal alpha-

particles is longer than the slowing down time near the

center of the plasma. The production rate of alpha-particles

is given by

So = ^-<ov>, (7a)

for thermonuclear reaction case, and
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So - nTnbeam<av>B

for beam-driven case. The value of 31n<av>/81nT. for thermal

reactions is given in Fig.l(a). When there is no compres-

sion (V = 0), Eq.(5) can be reduced to the Olivedo criterion

in Ref.[4] for thermal reaction case.

We will define the R-compression time,

R _ R f% ,„>
TcomP = " I ~ - -f- •

 (8>
P

and if the compression of the major radius is exponential in

time, this can be given by the real compression time t

aiid.the final compression ratio of the major radius CR =

R(final)/R(initial) as
R _ comp
comp lnCp "

If the magnetic compression is not so rapid and not so

strong, we calculate beam-driven reactivity <ov>fi with the

assumption that the velocity distribution function of injected

deuterium can be estimated from the steady-state distribution,

s T . (v3 +

V
4TTV3(1 - X) vc

(v3 + Y-~

where
, _ 2 T sbeam

Tcomp
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and T , denotes the slowing down time of injected beam

ions. Equation (9) can be easily obtained directly from

the same Fokker-Planck equation for beam ions as Eq.(l).

The beam-driven reactivity is given by

< a v >B =
beam

because the high eaergy part of the distribution function

which contributes significantly to the fusion reactivity may

relax rapidly to the equilibrium state when the magnetic

compression is slow and weak. The steady-state beam-driven

reactivity parameter as a function of the electron tempera-

ture is shown in Fig.l(b) for the case of a 120 keV

deuterium beam and a cold ion temperature plasma. When we

assume a plasma with adiabatic density rise

n/n|add

and Te = Ti '

we can get the critical heating rates for the non-inversion

of velocity distribution which are given in Figs.2(a) and

(b), for the thermonuclear and beam-target cases, respectively.

These figures cover the result of Ref. [4] (nTcomD
 = "0 •

In the limiting case of purely adiabatic heating

^ U = cTt'add = °^' w e c a n f*nt* t n e critical compression

time in Fig.2(a) for thermal reaction case. Equation (5)

leads to the simple condition.

comp
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then for thermonuclear case

comp 3V" 3 dlnTi ^"'so '

which are drawn in Fig.3, where the break-even curve

("^break-even a n d t h e i g n i t i o n c " r v e (nTE) ignition a r e

shown by broken lines.

For beam-driven reaction dominated case, it is not

effective to use the steady-state reactivity given by Eqs,

(9) and (10) in order to obtain the velocity inversion

criterion. Roughly speaking, when the compression time

T is as short as the slowing-down cime of the beam
comp

ions T , , beam-driven reactivity is almost independent

of temperature changes,

91n<av>D 31n<av>TI£ ,. B _. n
31nT ~ 31nT- '

6 X

and the total number of tritium and deuterium ions remains

constant during the magnetic compression,

31nS
o „ 2

81n n ~

Therefore, we can get rough stability condition for velocity-

space mode in beam-target dominated case,

nTcomp
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3. DISCUSSION

The effect of anisotropy of R-compression on the

stability criterion has been checked by the linearized two-

dimensional Fokker-Planck code FIFPC [5], whose results

are shown by circles (no-inversion of velocity distribution)

and crosses (inversion) in Figs.4(a) and (b), for thermo-

nuclear and beam-target cases, respectively. Triangles

denote marginal conditions that the velocity distribution

is not inverted during the initial stage of the compression

but finally inverted or that the parallel velocity distribu-

tion is inverted while the perpendicular distribution is not

inverted. Two typical examples of the distribution functions

for thermal reaction dominant case are drawn in Fig.S. The

initial plasma temperature is kept Id keV for 1.0 sec and

then compressed up to the compression ratio C R = 1.2 within

the real compression time t =0.1 sec. Once the

distribution is inverted during compression, this velocity

hump and velocity anisotropy are conserved during a slowing-

down time (Fig.S(a)). However, as far as the velocity non-

inversion criterion is concerned, the computational results

agree quite well with the analytical isotropic velocity

non-inversion condition (Eq.12).

In order to heat plasma effectively by the magnetic

compression, the condition

nTcomp * n TE

should be fulfilled. Operation regimes for two experimental
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plans with effective compression heating are shown by solid

circles in Fig.3, which suggests that the break-even compres-

sion experiment around 10 keV range (like TFTR) has some

possibilities of exciting thermonuclear instabilities. On

the other hand, high-field, high-density ignition experiment

(like Zephyr) does not have such possibilities, where slowing

down time of alpha-particles is shorter than the compression

time or the energy confinement time. When we want to reach

the higher-temperature (around 20 keV) lower-density ignition

condition by means of the magnetic compression, a-particle

driven micro-instabilities may not be ignored.

As mentioned in the introduction, at present it is not

clear whether the occurrence of thermonuclear instabilities

results in the bad confinement of bulk plasma and/or good

performance of ash exhaust and fueling. This has to be

clarified in near-future burning tokamak experiments.

Therefore, the necessary instability condition (namely,

sufficient stability condition) derived here will help us

look for the appropriate regime of tokamak operations. When

we want to excite thermonuclear instability, we have to

take into account sufficient instability condition, for

example,

for the excitation of thermonuclear Alfve"n modes in the

plasma with density n, including monoenergetic alpha particles

with density n [1].
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The authors have generalized the sufficient stability

condition for isotropic velocity-space thermonuclear

instabilities obtained by Cordey-Goldston-Mikkelsen [3] to

the case including magnetic compression effects, and came

to the following conclusions:

(i) Simple one-dimensional analytic stability condi-

tions (Eq.(12) for thermonuclear case and Eq.(13) for beam-

driven case)agree quite well with detailed two-dimensional

Fokker-Planck simulation.

(ii) Medium-field, higii-temperature tokamak operation

like TFTR has some possibilities of exciting velocity-space

thermonuclear instabilities by means of adiabatic magnetic

compression, while high-field, high-density scenario like

Zephyr is stable against these modes even if the adiabatic

magnetic heating is applied.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Parameter of fusion reactivity as a function of

ion temperature T- and electron temperature T .

(a) Thermonuclear reaction, (b) beam-target reaction.

Fig.2 Critical rate of temperature rise additionally

applied except adiabatic compression heating.

(a) Thermonuclear reaction, (b) beam-target reaction.

Fig.3 Parameter domain for compression time stable against

thermonuclear instability. Major-radius compression

time Tcom_ should be longer than the value shown by

the solid curve for stabilizing velocity-inversion

modes.

Fig.4 Comparison between velocity-inversion conditions

obtained by one-dimensional analysis (solid curve)

and two-dimensional Fokker-Planck simulation (circles,

triangles and crosses). (a) Thermonuclear reaction,

(b) beam-target reaction.

Fig.5 Typical examples of a particle velocity distribution.

Solid and broken lines denote parallel and perpen-

dicular distributions, respectively. Initial tempera-

ture is 10 keV, and at 1.0 s the R-compression (CR

= 1.2) is applied within 0.1 s. (a) n = 10 2 0 m"3

( case(i) in Fig.4(a) ) , (b) n = 3 x 10 2 0 m"3 ( case

(ii) in Fig.4(a) ).
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